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l. With the usual 4otation, dcrive the continuity equation for a flttid flor';

in the form
d,o
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where ] donotos rhe d:fferenriatiorr following a fluid parti, l..

Using the relations , = r co60, u : r sin 0, express the vector

r( yi +.rj)
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in cylindricai polar coordinates (r, d, z). Hence show that

(a) ihe motion of an incompressible fluid is possible, with velocity c1,

and ihat the streamlines form a farnily of circles with ccx.ters orl

the "r axis.

(b) this motion is irrotational rvith velocit.y potential f = r'6

(c) streamlines intemect equipotential sudaces orthogonalll'

(d) the circulation of velocity around any curve in the ocar- pLane is

21t t:.



ith ihe usua,l notation, dedve the equation of motion of an invi
uid in the form

9= r lv,
dt ' P'P

A sphere of radius .&(t) whose center is ah rest, vibrates radia.lly in
infinite incompressible liquid of constant density p.

The liquid, which is under no external body force, extends to inin
where it is at rest. Show that the motion of the liquid is irrotirnal w
velocity potential

If the pressure at irfility is pe, show that the pressure at the surfi
of the sphere (r : fi), at time t, is

p._p@rpbr,i"]

1l R= a "tr 6sionl where a,6,n are constants such that a > 6, sh(
that in older that there is no cavitation p_ | pn2b(a + b).

3. State and prove the Circle theolem for a:r irrational two_dim!:nsion
flow of an incompressible inviecid fluid moving parallel to ey_ plane

A two dimensional source of strength ra is placed at a point
C(z = g) 6r,1ri6. a fixed circular boundary of centre O and rarlius r
By finding the image system or otherwise, find the complex velocity a
any point P(:l where ; : J) o.

4=4? *6"ru;-dRrdt

Show rhar rhr" murnitrd" oI Lhe vel m.AP.BP

ar. rhe poinrs where oc"",. ,n".,.::j';; 
"TP,I".."t;;"ljc.



I' Jtr I

pa6t an infinite circular cylinder, r: a, fixed with its axis (along O::

- a-xis) perpendicular to a uniform stream [/, moving in the direciion

d = n, where (r, d, z) denotes cyiindrical co-ordinates.

The pressure at infinity being given, calculate the resuitani flLrid thrusri

per unit length on halfthe cylinder lying on one side of a plane (hrouglr

the axis and parallel to the stream.
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